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My grandmother, Aras and I were living in an old house when I was a kid.
This weird house which we lived with our grandmother for long years was located in a narrow stre 5d3b920ae0
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Good looking walking simulator with some easy item based puzzles. I enjoyed it for the most part, only the backtracking
sucked.. Scared theout of me. I just closed it, until spring when it's sunny and horror games aren't that scary. Indie guys made it
good.. Another developer dog scammer.. Don't waste your money, A. got so far to get stuck in a room B. can't run it on high
graphics cause its so laggy (not my computers fault either I run Amnesia:Machine for Pigs well) C. isn't very scary.However
when you can see it on high graphics it is beautiful.. Scam developer revoking keys from legitimate customers because of
unspecified grievance with third-party seller Guy.even if you are 100% in the right (which I suspect you're not) punishing your
fans is never going to end well.. The developer illegally revoked keys for the game that were purchased from Groupees on 30th
August 2018 as part of the Build A Bundle 42. Now he illegally asks for our private data (email address) to restore them.. A
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beautiful puzzle game with a story about the occult, mind you that the puzzles include walking back and foward and thats most
of it, theyre not hard you just have to explore a lot and its always interesting to see what new sections open up after you solve
them. 7/10- Some extra sounds when walking and background noise would make it more atmospheric, a bit more of voice acting
also wouldnt hurt it and few tweaks are also in need for some flickering textures when theyre far away from the player
(especially the glass textures). End Game Edit: The game is really long (wich is not very common for these types of games) and
the story is interesting. My suggestions remain the same but now after seeing the end of the main story i would give it a score of
8/10 with a possible 9/10 after the above mentioned tweaks and after some loose ends get tied in the promised free DLC.. Do
not buy this game. The pubs/devs are clearly willing to steal your money/support/product that you already legally purchased
from Steam. Following message is quoted directly from the Steam account alert system: "A product code you registered has
been revoked from your account by the publisher: Sep 1, 2018 No70: Eye of Basir Your Steam key activation has been revoked
by the publisher of the game, because a pre-release beta or test period has ended. The content associated with this Steam key
can no longer be used as a result." The "pre-release beta or test period" is a completely BS excuse as it would invalidate the
concept of early access, which Steam is a fan of and supports. 99% of pubs/devs on Steam do not pull this kind of BS, but
clearly this pub/dev is willing to, so it does not deserve anyone's support or trust.
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